Intra-articular pressure measurement in the radioulnocarpal joint using a novel sensor: in vitro and in vivo results.
To determine the amount and distribution of forces transmitted across the human radioulnocarpal joint under physiologic conditions in vivo. We performed an in vitro validation of a specifically developed capacitive pressure-sensor device and an in vivo measurement of force transmission and pressure distribution at the radioulnocarpal joint in a healthy volunteer. A new capacitive pressure-sensor device was adapted for intra-articular pressure measurement in the human radioulnocarpal joint. The technical characteristics of the device were determined and the sensor was validated in fresh-frozen cadaver tests. Force transmission across the radioulnocarpal joint then was measured in healthy volunteers under local anesthesia. The sensor delivered reproducible measurements of forces across the radioulnocarpal joint and their distribution in the cadaver experiment. In vivo, 2 centers of force transmission were identified. None of these centers correlated with previous findings in the literature. More force is transmitted across the ulnar side of the radioulnocarpal joint than previously thought. The results are consistent with clinical findings. The novel sensor device is suitable for intra-articular pressure measurement in the human radioulnocarpal joint in vitro and in vivo.